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International Convention «Law and Freedom of Belief in 

Europe, a difficult journey»     

European Federation for Freedom of Belief 
(21.01.2018) - http://bit.ly/2G48eSb -   
In the prestigious setting of Sant'Apollonia Auditorium 
at the homonymous XIV century convent complex 
located in Via San Gallo, in the historic center of 
Florence, the international convention of the European 
Federation for the Freedom of the Belief (FOB) took 
place on 18th and 19th January, under the auspices 
of the Secretary General of the Council of 
Europe (Dr. Thorbjørn Jagland), of the 
patronage of the Tuscany Regional Council, of 
the Parliamentary Assembly of the OSCE 
(Organization for Security and Cooperation in 

Europe) and of the University of Florence. 
    

The Medal of the President of the Italian Republic was conferred to the 
convention. Prof. Silvio Calzolari (Secretary of FOB), presenting it together with 
attorney Alessandro Amicarelli (President of FOB), publicly thanked the President 
of the Republic "for having expressed his appreciation for FOB's initiative, as an event of 
particular cultural and social value, through the attribution of a representation prize, a 

medal, which honors us". 
  
After the greetings of Prof. Silvio Calzolari (Secretary of FOB), the President of the 
Council of the Region of Tuscany, Dr. Eugenio Giani, took the floor and brought the 
greetings from the administration he presides since from May 2015. It was then the turn 
of Honorable Riccardo Migliori, past president of the OSCE Parliamentary 
Assembly, who reiterated what he already expressed in Florence at the presentation of 
the Proceedings on 7 April 2017, namely that the importance and the goodness of FOB's 
initiatives are, in fact, even bigger and more influential than FOB itself believes. 
  
Attorney Alessandro Amicarelli presented the appeal of the Federation to national and 
European authorities for the protection of the freedom of belief and disbelief, and for the 
protection of the fundamental rights of religious minorities. This appeal calls for a 
concrete commitment by the various member states of the European Union to adopt the 
FoRB (Freedom of Religion or Belief) guidelines unfortunately still not sufficiently 

considered or even disregarded here and there in the countries of the Union. 
  
Attorney Amicarelli therefore declared open the proceedings of the convention by 
introducing Prof. Pietro Nocita, director of the magazine Criminal Justice and past 
president co-founder of FOB, who moderated the first session dedicated to the 
'Philosophy and theory of law', of which he was also the first speaker with a highly 
esteemed speech on 'The Legal Status of Religious Denominations Other Than the Roman 

Catholic'.   

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TcUqhokOKo-uAqMFpt9BoRuTWhFxg_J-OLbbnmnSggGASfG03VJHQrTL40pWwg_27xLRrwPr73aHL0WYLliVeXG7gWS6P2Hnu2DJfgtxidWOZnskMcOeaJNkFug4vB4cGDd6xIvX9Hmc0goFWdeoHL2k8ABY9h7sDXFjppRilqE=&c=DiVHHGnEJKXx9JyXy2ZlDLLJXXIj8gSaY_lQudYGeegiVh1PIFOYOg==&ch=83mYIRutfPBZWj5mjb8Sv6x96GTkYrSZJU3Xpa_72xsrscIht3rouQ==
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It was then the turn of the intellectual creator of the themes of the convention, lawyer 
Fabrizio d'Agostini of Turin and then, gradually, the rest of the speakers as per the 
planned program. 
  
The convention, organized in collaboration with the associated Soteria International, 
the European Interreligious Forum for Religious Freedom (EFIRF), the European 
Coordination for Freedom of Conscience (CAP), was aimed to promote, without 
timidity, the defense of freedom of belief and religion in a hope for peace, peaceful 
coexistence and mutual respect and recognition. 
  
Numerous members of associations working for the protection of the fundamental human 
rights, such as that of freedom of belief, were present: Prof. Massimo Introvigne 
(Center for New Religions Studies, CESNUR), Dr. Willy Fautré (Director of 

Human Rights Without Frontiers, HRWF), Dr. Rosita Soryté (President of the 
International Observatory of Religious Liberty of Refugees, ORLIR) and many 
others including a large delegation of the Church of Almighty God led by Dr. 
Ruiqing Xu, the Imam of Florence and president of UCOI Izzedin Elzir and Dr. 
Andrea Bottai (National Councilor of the Italian Buddhist Institute Soka Gakkai, 
IBISG). 
  
In the hall was also present a stand of Pacini Editore SpA of Pisa, a renowned 

publishing house established in 1872 which the reference publisher of the Federation. 
  
The initiative saw a prestigious parterre of speakers and moderators, including the 
aforementioned Prof. Nocita, Prof. Roberto Celada Ballanti (professor at the 
University of Genoa),Prof. Marco Vannini of Florence (philosopher), Prof. Marco 
Ventura (professor at the University of Siena), Prof. Luigi Berzano (priest, 
professor at the University of Turin), Prof. Enzo Pace (professor at the 
University of Padua), Prof. Stefano Allievi (at the University of Padua), Prof. 
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Aldo Natale Terrin (priest, professor at the Santa Giustina Theological Faculty of 
Padua), Prof. Susan Palmer (professor at the Concordia University, Montreal, 
Canada), Prof. Germana Carobene (professor at the University of Naples), Prof. 
Nicola Colaianni (former magistrate of the Supreme Court of Cassation and 
professor at the University of Bari), Dr. Fabio Fanfani (Consul and Vice-Dean of 
the Consular Corps of Florence), Prof. Mohamed Bamoshmoosh (Islamic 
Community of Tuscany), Prof. Stefano Grossi (professor at the Theological 
Faculty of Central Italy) and Prof. Paolo Naso (professor at the University of 
Rome La Sapienza) who he was also entrusted with the moderation of the second 
session of Thursday. 
  
Among the numerous public, in addition to representatives of the academic world 

including important jurists such as Prof. Francesco Onida and Prof. Giuseppe 
Casuscelli, also representatives of religious and spiritual communities such as Dr. 
Andrea Bottai (National Councilor of the Italian Buddhist Institute Soka Gakkai, 
IBISG), Father Fausto Sbaffoni (prior of the Florentine Convent of San Marco), 
and others.   
  

    
During the two days of the convention, a number of important issues were discussed, 
including: the sociology of religions (with a view to both the issue of religious freedom 
and that of the new geography of religious minorities), ecclesiastical law and the legal 
aspects of religious confessions, the ideological and legal obstacles to the right to 

freedom of belief in Europe (among which the secular state, the drift of anti-
sectarianism, the alarmist propaganda against the new religious movements and the 
consequent attempts to establish the controversial crime of "mental manipulation"). 
  
The session moderated by Prof. Introvigne titled 'ideological and juridical obstacles to 
the right to freedom of belief in Europe' focused on these latter themes: the spotlight 
was turned on a questionable legislative initiative such as the French law About-Picard 
which has unjustly penalized a large number of religious groups, the lack of neutrality of 
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the French state on these issues and the controversial FECRIS (the European Federation 
of Research and Information Centers on Sectarianism), an NGO (an abbreviation that 
literally means non-governmental organization) which, however, seems to betray its own 
qualification since it is financed by the Paris government, as FOB has repeatedly 
denounced. 
  
The second day of the works ended with a round table attended by representatives of the 
various associations for freedom of belief in Europe, and during which the various 
representatives of the religions present reiterated the problems existing in the various 
countries of origin between which the existence of rights only on paper but in truth 
scarcely protected when not properly trampled (dramatic, in this sense, is the case of the 
Church of Almighty God in China).   

  

  
Of particular interest, for the juridical aspects that has touched, was the report of Prof. 

Nocita who spoke of the legislative superstructures present in the Italian legal system, 
which instead of guaranteeing the implementation of the Constitution diminish it or 
subordinate it to a machine sometimes oppressive, as well as cumbersome, especially 
when it comes to allowing religious minorities to have a space in society and fully assert 
their fundamental rights. 
  
Equally prominent has been the report of Prof. Ventura, a European jurist, who 
pointed out and highlighted the inconsistencies between laws at the European level and 

stressed the need for the Union to put its administrative system in order by seizing the 
already available opportunities. In this way, the FOB convention did not just launch a cry 
of alarm; it also indicated a very specific path that Europe can take to improve things. 
  
This is really necessary because, as the various speakers have gradually indicated each 
one from their own specialist perspective, if the existing protections are not actively 
maintained and guaranteed, inevitably we will end up opening the door to some 
liberticidal drifts. 
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In fact, at the end of the event, on the occasion of the final greetings, Prof. Introvigne 
presented a very brief but very interesting and sensitive analysis of the social genesis of 
religious persecutions, a phenomenon unfortunately no longer limited to dark phases of 
history but terribly present in various parts of the world. The spiral begins with 
intolerance, continues with discrimination and then leads to persecution: a thesis, 
this, presented during a convention held in Rome in 2015 under the aegis of the OSCE. 
  
Covered in FOB event, was also the issue of hate and alarmism campaigns that prepare 
the ground for religious discrimination and violence which is a keystone of the 
Federation's activities: in fact, it is precisely this that makes FOB and its work even more 
important and crucial, that is, the objective of preserving freedom of conscience and the 

right to believe or not believe, not only in Italy or in Western European countries (in to 
which this prerogative is apparently still guaranteed), but also where there are already 
signs of serious and far more serious violations of fundamental rights such as Russia and 
China. 
  
Widening awareness on these issues is even more important in the countries where 
religious freedom is apparently guaranteed, precisely because failure to intervene 
whenever there are signs of intolerance could result in the triggering of the mechanism of 
discrimination and hatred which, as a consequence, lead to discrimination, persecution 
and from there even faster to violent repression. 
  
The example brought by Introvigne, simple but very effective, is that of a little ball 
placed on an inclined plane: if the little ball is not stopped at the start, its descent 
becomes so rapid that attempts to stop it become impossible. 
  
That's the intent of FOB: to stop the small ball before it is too late. 
  
The convention was graced by the short but very intense performances of Vincenzo 
Zitello (bardic and celtic harp) and Flavio Cucchi (classic guitar). 
    
See the Italian version at  
   

https://freedomofbelief.net/it/attivita/convegno-internazionale-diritto-e-liberta-di-credo-
in-europa-un-cammino-difficile  
  
HRWF Footnote: Session on anti-sect movements and FECRIS 
  
The papers of Attorney Patricia Duval, Willy Fautré and Thierry Valle can be 
obtained through HRWF 
 
17:30 - Professor Susan J. Palmer, University of Concordia, Montreal 
The "Protective" State and application of France's About-Picard law 
17:55 - Dr. Patricia Duval, Lawyer in Paris 
State neutrality and anti-sect movements, the France case 
18:20 - Mr Willy Fautre, Director of Human Rights Without Frontiers Int. 
Anti-sect Movements and Laïcité: the French-Russian Orthodox Connection 
18:45 - Mr Thierry Valle, Director of the NGO CAP Liberté de Conscience 

FECRIS, an NGO financed by the French government 
Thursday, 18 January 2018  
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TcUqhokOKo-uAqMFpt9BoRuTWhFxg_J-OLbbnmnSggGASfG03VJHQrTL40pWwg_2AORCz3sMbHWA9NIEnn3NF3S7Oi8uudQylfSps1lP2Aq6njvym5VWUgzlpkRcEWhyS3lNyhsLicRvDfM3SFdfgTKDSZbeTsE0KO7YJ_vxgYlq79V7Vb6hUfno1NtQ171jJSQxG2pEfrhzAVGcutFe5K3GIzeAXMI2UtSbiUUTY8oVi8XpigfOfdXUP9blzqSosJoHCbK0vff3iLZcql6TFwCjtjZjAYi_ejk9aBcPA4-sWneloNANjA==&c=DiVHHGnEJKXx9JyXy2ZlDLLJXXIj8gSaY_lQudYGeegiVh1PIFOYOg==&ch=83mYIRutfPBZWj5mjb8Sv6x96GTkYrSZJU3Xpa_72xsrscIht3rouQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TcUqhokOKo-uAqMFpt9BoRuTWhFxg_J-OLbbnmnSggGASfG03VJHQrTL40pWwg_2AORCz3sMbHWA9NIEnn3NF3S7Oi8uudQylfSps1lP2Aq6njvym5VWUgzlpkRcEWhyS3lNyhsLicRvDfM3SFdfgTKDSZbeTsE0KO7YJ_vxgYlq79V7Vb6hUfno1NtQ171jJSQxG2pEfrhzAVGcutFe5K3GIzeAXMI2UtSbiUUTY8oVi8XpigfOfdXUP9blzqSosJoHCbK0vff3iLZcql6TFwCjtjZjAYi_ejk9aBcPA4-sWneloNANjA==&c=DiVHHGnEJKXx9JyXy2ZlDLLJXXIj8gSaY_lQudYGeegiVh1PIFOYOg==&ch=83mYIRutfPBZWj5mjb8Sv6x96GTkYrSZJU3Xpa_72xsrscIht3rouQ==
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Italian judge expels Moroccan lawyer over hijab 

 
By Mohamed Amine Rhaz 

Morocco World News (18.01.2017) - http://bit.ly/2mRG6sA -  An Italian judge 
ejected a Moroccan trainee lawyer from the courtroom for wearing a hijab on 
Wednesday. 
The Moroccan trainee lawyer, Asmae Belfakir, was visiting the regional Administrative 

Court of Emilia-Romagna (TAR), based in Bologna, to attend a session in the court, 
reported Italian news outlet, Italian insider. 

The 25-year-old was asked by the judge either to remove the veil or leave the 
courtroom. Belfakir, the legal representative of Bologna’s Islamic community, chose the 
latter. 

“I am upset… It has never happened to me. I have assisted at tens of hearings, even 
here at the TAR and nobody has ever asked me to take off the veil,” said Belfkir.   

The Judge, Giancarlo Mozzarelli, said that he acted “with respect to our culture and our 
traditions.” Belfakir highlighted this  point afterwards: “he spoke of culture, not even of 
the law.” She recalled that she had attended a hearing with the same judge on December 
5, 2017 “and he didn’t say anything to me.” 

The Organization of Young Italian Lawyers opposed the judge’s action, saying that it is 
against constitutional principles and expressed solidarity with Belfkir. 

Yassine Lafram, the Muslim community coordinator of Bologna, noted that there are no 
laws prohibiting the headscarf in courtrooms, adding that the judge adopted an “arbitrary 
position.” 

https://www.moroccoworldnews.com/author/mwn/
http://bit.ly/2mRG6sA
http://www.italianinsider.it/?q=node%2F6296
https://www.moroccoworldnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Moroccan-Woman-Banned-from-Entering-Casablanca-Lounge-for-Wearing-Headscarf.jpg
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The judge in the case declined to comment. Belkafir, the trainee who was ejected, has a 
degree in law from the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, with a thesis on women’s 
bodies and Islamic law. She was chosen as a trainee by the legal office of the Emilian 
University. 

 


